ABSTRACT. In this paper we describe the multiplier algebra of a perfect complete locally m-convex algebra with an approximate identity and with complete Arens-Michae! normed factors.
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Multipliers are important in various áreas of mathematics where an algebra structure appears (see e.g [1] ¡ for (non-normed) topological algebras cf. e.g. [4] ).
The algebras considered throughout are taken over thc field of complexes C. Denote by L(E) the algebra of all linear operators on an algebra E.
Definition 1.1. A mapping T : E -> E is called a left (right) multiplier on E if T(xy) = T(x)y (resp. T(xy) = xT(y)
for all x, y 6 E ; it is called a two-sided multiplier on E if it is both a left and a right multiplier. [O, p. 20] .
It is known that if E is a proper alge.bra, namely xE = {0} implies x = O or Ex = {0} implies x = O, where O denotes the zero element of E, then any two-sided multiplier on E is automatically a linear mapping
In the sequel, a two-sided multiplier will be called in short, a multiplier. We denote by M¡(E) the set of all left multipliers on E, by Mr(E) the set of all right multipliers on E and by M(E) that of all multipliers on E. Note that, by definition, M(E) = Mt(E) n Mr(E).
Obviously M(E) is a subalgebra of L(E) in case the algebra is proper.
The same holds for Mr (E] and Mi(E}. Now, for x e E, the operator lx on E givcn by lx(y) = xy ,y £ E, is, due to the associativity of E, a left multiplier. Similarly, we can also define the right multiplier with respect to x £ E, say rx.
It is known that if E is a proper algebra, then the mapping
given by x i-> lx defines an algebra rnonomorphism which identifies E with a subalgebra of Mi(E). Moreover, E1 is a left ideal of the algebra M¡(E) (see [3, p. 1933 Note that an algebra with an approximate identity is proper. In this paper we describe the multiplier algebra M(E) in the case where E is a certain complete locally m-convex algebra with an approximate identity.
For the sake of completeness, we recall what we mean by the "Arens-Michael decomposition" ( [7, p. 88 In [3, p. 1934, Theorem 3.1] , it is shown that, in a special case, the algebra M(E) is a subalgebra of £(E), the algebra of all continuous linear operators on E; for completeness, we refer it here.
Theorem 1.3. Let (E, (pa)a&fí) be a complete locally m-convex algebra with an approximate identity (e¿)¿6A-Suppose that each factor Ea = E/kcipa in the Arens-Michael decomposition of E is complete. Then each multiplier T of E is continuous, mz. M(E) is a subalgebra of C(E).

PERFECTNESS AND MULTIPLIERS IN LOCALLY m-coNVEX ALGEBRAS
To proceed, we use the notion of a perfect projective system as it appeared in [2, p. 199, Definition 2.7] . To fix notation, we repeat it. 
Every Fréchet locally m-convex algebra (E, (pn)nerx)
gives a perfect projective system of normed algebras, and thus it is a perfect algebra (see [2] , and [5] ). Example 2.3. Let E be a non-complete normed algebra. Take E = Ea for each a € A and, for a < (3, let ja(j : Eg -* Ea be the identity map. Then A = limEa, the diagonal algebra, is a perfect locally m-convex algebra, but A is not complete.
Let E = (E. (p,>)aeA) be a perfect complete locally m-convex algebra with an approximate identity and such that each factor Ea of its Arens-Michael decomposition is complete. (x'p) ). This proves the claim. Moreover, hap(Tp) is actually a multiplier on Ea. For, let xa and ya he two elementa in Ea. Then
= fa0(x0)fa0(T0(y0)) = xa(fa0(T0(y0)') = XQ [/ia¿((7}})] (yQ) and so, ha0(T0) is a right multiplier. In a similar way, one can prove that ha0(T0) is a left multiplier.
It is easily seen that haj3 is a linear mapping. Moreover, hap is multiplicative.
For that, take T0, S0 e M(E0). We have [hQ0(T0 o Sf,)](xQ) = fa0((T0 o S0)(x0)~) = faí3(Tp(Sfi(xf,))). (2.1)
On the other hand, since the system is perfect. we can choose u E E (equivalently (^Q)QGA € littiEa) such that fa0(S0(x0)) = u;Q; note that /Q/g(w/3) = WQ too. Then
S0(x0] -ujp G ker/ajg. But, since ker/a/g is T^-invariant, we have Tp(Sp(xp) ũ /)) € ker/Q/3, and thus fa0(T0(S0(x0))) = fa0(T0(uj0)). Besides,
fa0(T0(S0(x0))) = fQft(T/3(u/3)} = ha0(T0)(ua} = hQ0(T0)(fa0(S0(xf)))} = = ha0(T0)((ha0(Sf3))(xa)) = (hQ0(T0) o ha0(S0))(xa).
The last, in connection with (2.1) gives the multiplicativity of ha0. Next, we prove that hap is continuous. Since fQ0 : E/j -> Ea is a continuous mapping between uorined algebras, there exists a constant K > O such that Pc,(fa0(y0}} < K P0(y0) for each y ¡3 € £/?. In particular,
Pa(fQ0(T0(x0))) < K p0(T0(x0}} for each x^ e E0. (2.2)
Taking the supremum on the right hand of (2.2) and since M(E0) is a Banach algebra (see [ó, p. 20, Theorem 1.
1.1]), we get
Pa(fa0(T0(x0})) < K P0(T0(x0}) < K sup {P0(T0(xf3)}} < K \\T0\)
for every x0 e E0 with P0(x0) < 1, and where ||-|L is the norm in the multiplier algebra. for each xa e Ea. That is, /iQ7(T7) = (/iQj3°/ija,y)(77) for each T7 e M(£'7), which irnplies tha,t /iQ7 = /¿Q/g o /i^; it is clear that /IQQ = Id,M(Ea)-Thus. we have the projective system of Banach algebras {(M(Ea), ha0)}a&â nd we can take its inverse limit, limM(EQ). Now, we prove a lemma extracted from the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [3, p. 1934 ] that will be useful iii the sequel.
M(E0). Since fa/3(T0(x0)) = [hap(Tp)](xa) whenever a < j3 (henee Pa(xa) < P0(x0)), then pa([ha/3(T0)](xa)) < K \\Tp\\p for every xa G Ea with
Lemma 2.7. Let (E, (pQ)QeA) be a locally m-convex algebra with an approximate identity (e¿)¿6A and leí T e M(E). Then, for each a € A, kerpQ is T-invariant; that is, T(kerpa) C kerpa.
Proof. Take x G kerpa. Since the seminorms are continuous, for e > O, there exists an Índex 60 e A such that pa(T(x) -T(x)e¿) < e whenever 5 > ÓQ. We have
pa(T(x}} = pa(T(x -xe5a + xeSu)) = pa(T(x) -T(xeS(J) + T(xe6o)) < Pa(T(x] -T(xcSu)) + Pa(T(xe¿0)) = pa(T(x) -T(x)eio) + Pa(xT(eSo)) < pa(T(x) -T(x)eSo) +pa(x)pa(T(e&0)) < e. Since this is true for an arbitrary e > O, we conclude that pa(T(x))
Now we state our main Theorem. and similarly on the othcr sidc. so W is a multiplier on E. Finally. it is clcar that *(W) = (wQ)Q6A.
We claim that $ is continuous. By [3, p. 1934 Since $ is continuous if and only if, for each a € A, /Q o $ is continuous (see [7, p. 89 , the proof of Theorem 3.1]), we have to prove that ga is continuous (for each a 6 A). We recall that the topology of M(E) can be given by the set of seminorms (pQ)asA defined as pa(T) = sup pa(T(x)} for each T 6 M(E).
pa(x)<l
Further, the topology of M(Ea) can be given by the norm ||-|Q defined as ||5||Q = sup pa(S(x)) for each S € M(Ea), where, as usual, pa is the induced norm in 
